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Cerón, Alejandro

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Clark, Bonnie J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Clark, Bonnie J. (Exhibitor), S. Carlson (Exhibitor), A. Amati (Editor), and J. Bennet. *Pieces of the Pandemic*. Exhibit, DU Museum of Anthropology, Online (February 2021–May 2021).

Conyers, Lawrence

*Book*


*Editor, Conference Proceedings*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Herzog, Nicole M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Kreps, Christina F.

Book Review


Saitta, Dean J.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor

Art & Art History

Casanova, Kate

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Chauvin, Catherine

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


**Fajardo, Rafael A.** *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*

**Gjertson, Sarah**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Headrick, Annabeth**

*Book Chapter*

**Book Review**


**Hollenbach, Kate**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**MacInnes, Roddy**

**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Magnatta, Sarah J.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Mehran, Laleh *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*

Montgomery, Scott B.

*Book Review*


Mulvey, Mia

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Stott, Annette**

*Book Chapter*


*Book Review*


**Wang, Chinn**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Center for World Languages & Cultures**

**Cassidy, Virginie M.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**DuBois, Stefan**

*Book Review*


**Sposeto, Emily R.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Communication Studies

Chandrashekar, Santhosh

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hanan, Joshua

*Editor, Book*


Kim, Youllee

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Morr Loftus, Mary Claire**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Suter, Elizabeth**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Tietsort, Cris J.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Willer, Erin K.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Economics**

Lopez, Juan Carlos G.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Piovani, Chiara

Conference Proceeding


Yoon, Yeohyub

Broadcast Media


Emergent Digital Practices

Coleman, Christopher D.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Coleman, Christopher D. *GeoPortraits Series*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Teia NFT, Online (January 1, 2022–February 17, 2022).


Coleman, Christopher D. *Wish Tree*. Exhibit. WNDR Museum, Chicago, IL (February 1, 2022–March 31, 2022).


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Software, Instructional**


**Working Paper**


**Fajardo, Rafael A.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Mehran, Laleh**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


### English & Literary Arts

**Cottrell, Patrick**

*Book Review*


*Short Fiction, Anthology*


*Short Fiction, Journal*


*Translation or Transcription*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Ellard, Donna Beth**

*Book Review*


**Feder, Rachel**

*Poetry, Journal*

Feder, Rachel. “Stars: They're Just Like Us.” *Dilettante Army*.

Feder, Rachel. “We Are Seven.” *The Rambling*.

**Foust, Graham**

*Book*


*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Foust, Graham. “‘Here, from Thought to Thought’: On Reading, Reasoning, and Rediscovering George Scarbrough’s ‘Small After-Church Poem.’” *Denver Quarterly*, vol. 55, no. 3, 2021, pp. 88–98.


**Poetry, Journal**


**Hesse, Douglas D.**

**Book Chapter**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Howard, Joanna E.**

**Short Fiction, Journal**

Howard, Joanna E. “Afterword.” *Black Warrior Review*, vol. 47, no. 1, Fall/Spring 2020/2021, p. 5.

**Howard, W. Scott**

**Editor, Journal Editor**


*Denver Quarterly*, vol. 55, no. 4, 2021.


**Interview**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Literary Essay**


**News Story**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Kamijo, Susumu (Exhibitor), W. Scott Howard (Editor), and J. A. Wright (Editor). *Denver Quarterly*, vol. 55, no. 4, 2021. Art—Exhibition, Curating. STEMS Gallery, Brussels, Belgium (March 2022).

**Perry, R. D.**

**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Ramke, Bin**

**Poetry, Journal**

Ramke, Bin. “Fear of Life Without Water, Historical Trauma, Saints of the Later Days/Thieves and Murderers, the Mortality of Frightened Children.” *Conjunctions*, vol. 78, Spring 2022, pp. 1–5.

**Stratton, Billy J.**

*Book Chapter*


*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*


**Turner, Lindsay K.**

*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*

Poetry, Journal


Translation or Transcription


Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Turner, Lindsay K. Phoenix Reading Series at High Point University. Reading of Creative Work/Performance (October 21, 2021).


Ulibarri, Kristy L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


History

Campbell, Elizabeth

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Helstosky, Carol

Book Chapter


Ioris, Rafael

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Book

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal**

**Magazine/Trade Publication**

Ioris, Rafael. “Os EUA se tornarão o túmulo do neoliberalismo?” Carta Capital, May 1, 2021. https://www.cartacapital.com.br/mundo/analise-os-eua-se-tornarao-o-tumulo-do-neoliberalismo/?fbclid=IwAR36H5AZr1pTPzXB53ntNo8JL-7MUmTr445OpUc56mm5o9XbVUOG3xl-clw.

**Working Paper**


**Melleno, Daniel F.**

**Book Review**


**Patel, Trishula R.**

**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Schulten, Susan M.

Podcast


Smith, Hilary A.

Book Review


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Magazine/Trade Publication

Tague, Ingrid H.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Judaic Studies**

*Abrams, Jeanne* (see University Libraries)

*Pessin, Sarah* (see Philosophy)

**Lamont School of Music**

*Byrd-Marrow, David*

*Manuscript*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Playground Ensemble. *Loretta Notareschi Faculty Recital*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Regis College, Denver, CO, USA (October 13, 2021).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and various artists. *Summerfest!* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. La Jolla Music Society, La Jolla, CA (August 16, 2021–August 20, 2021).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Knights. *Tanglewood Summer Music Festival*. Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Tanglewood Music Center, Lenox, MA (July 6, 2021–July 9, 2021).

Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Knights. *Naumberg Bandshell Summer Concert Series*. Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Central Park, New York, NY (June 15, 2021).


**Cheng, Stephanie**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Cheng, Stephanie (Performer), and the York Symphony Orchestra. *Mr. & Mrs. Schumann*. Music Performance—Freelance. York Symphony, York, PA (October 30, 2021).


**Deck, Warren**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Deck, Warren (Lecturer). Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Denver Young Artist’s Orchestra, Denver, CO (September 2010–Present).


Harris, Richard, Joe Alessi (Performer), Chris Terrazas (Performer), Joseph Martin (Performer), Williams (Performer), Darian Freeman (Performer), Warren Deck (Director), and the Lamont Trombone Choir. *Soloist at the Lamont Low Brass Weekend*. Music Performance—Participation. Denver, CO (May 16, 2021).

**Friar, Sean R.**

*Album Art*


*Album Art (single)*


*Broadcast Media*

**CD, Entire Recording**


**CD, Featured on part of CD**


**CD, Liner Notes**


**Musical Composition**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble (Performer), #4571—*Unusual Chamber Ensembles*. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. WNYC New York Public Radio, New York, NY (December 10, 2021).


Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble (Performer). “Done Deal.” Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. XRAY FM Radio, Portland, OR (November 9, 2021).


Friar, Sean (Composer), and members of the Lamont School of Music. *Kindly Reply*. Denver, CO (May 18, 2021).

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Sean Friar (Composer), K. Howell (Performer), the Lamont Symphony Orchestra, and the Combined Choirs. *Season Finale* (cancelled because of Covid). Denver, CO (June 3, 2021).

**Golan, Lawrence**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), L. Morales (Performer), H. Jardon (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra. *Spring Concert*. Denver, CO (March 8, 2022).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Catherine A. Sailer (Performer), C. Luther (Performer), Heidi Melton (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra with the Lamont Choirs. *Choral Collaboration*. Denver, CO (February 8, 2022).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew A. Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Director), T. Gonzales (Performer), H. Jardon (Performer), C. Luther (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A Night at the Opera*. Denver, CO (November 5, 2021–November 7, 2021).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Stephanie Cheng (Performer), and the York Symphony Orchestra. *Mr. and Mrs. Schumann*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. York, PA (October 30, 2021).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Stephanie Cheng (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra. *Opening Night: Beethoven and the Schumanns*. Denver, CO (October 12, 2021).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Bayerische Philharmonie with the Denver Philharmonic Orchestra. *Beethoven 9* (postponed because of Covid). Music Conducting—Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble. Munich, Germany (July 24, 2021).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), T. Gonzales (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra. *New Music Recording*. Denver, CO (May 3, 2021).

**Gower, Gillian L.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Harris, Richard P.**

*CD, Featured on part of CD*


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Harris, Richard, and the Denver Concert Band. *Guest Soloist*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Lone Tree Arts Center, Lone Tree, CO (February 27, 2022–February 27, 2022).


Harris, Richard (Performer), Basil Vendryes (Performer), and Matthew Zalkind (Performer). *Lamont Faculty Recital Series*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Denver, CO (September 28, 2021).


Harris, Richard (Performer), Martin Kuuskman (Performer), S. Sutherland (Performer), J. Aylward (Performer), K. Caliendo (Performer), M. Utterman (Performer), and the Idyllwild Faculty. *Idyllwild Faculty Recital*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Idyllwild, CA (July 14, 2021).


Harris, Richard, Joe Alessi (Performer), Chris Terrazas (Performer), Joseph Martin (Performer), Williams (Performer), Darian Freeman (Performer), Warren Deck (Director), and the Lamont Trombone Choir. *Soloist at the Lamont Low Brass Weekend*. Music Performance—Participation. Denver, CO (May 16, 2021).
Holland, Roger

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Holland, Roger, and the Spirituals Project Choir. “This Is My Story, This Is My Song”—Spirituals Project Choir Winter Concert. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (February 24, 2022).


Holland, Roger. We R the Church. Digital Media—Producer for Musical Recording. Denver, CO (May 21, 2021).

Holland, Roger (Director), and the Spirituals Project Choir. Year of the Woman Concert. University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 15, 2021).


Hood, Alan J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Kuuskmann, Martin

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Harris, Richard (Performer), Martin Kuuskman (Performer), S. Sutherland (Performer), J. Aylward (Performer), K. Caliendo (Performer), M. Utterman (Performer), and the Idyllwild Faculty. *Idyllwild Faculty Recital*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Idyllwild, CA (July 14, 2021).

Leathwood, Jonathan L.

**Editor, Journal Editor**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Leathwood, Jonathan L. *The Limits of Notation: Reading Bach’s Rhythms (Lecture and Master Class)*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Curtis Institute of Music, Online (April 19, 2021).


Martin, Joseph P.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Harris, Richard, Joe Alessi (Performer), Chris Terrazas (Performer), Joseph Martin (Performer), Williams (Performer), Darian Freeman (Performer), Warren Deck (Director), and the Lamont Trombone Choir. *Soloist at the Lamont Low Brass Weekend*. Music Performance—Participation. Denver, CO (May 16, 2021).


Martin, Joseph P., and the Denver Brass. *Fall Concert (Daytime Performance).* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Bethany Lutheran Church, Cherry Hills Village, CO (November 6, 2021).


Martin, Joseph P., and the Lamont Summer Academy Orchestra and Wind Ensemble. 


Music Conducting—Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble. Newman Center, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 13, 2021).


**Mayer, Steven A.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Melton, Heidi C.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Melton, Heidi C. (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony. *Narrative and Curse from Tristan und Isolde.* Music Performance—Participation. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (February 2022).


**Morelli, Sarah L.**

*Book Chapter*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Nielsen, Beth A.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Nouri, Sahar**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew A. Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Director), T. Gonzales (Performer), H. Jardon (Performer), C. Luther (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A Night at the Opera*. Denver, CO (November 5, 2021–November 7, 2021).


Nouri, Sahar, and Graduate Students in Voice. *Concert of American and Czech Songs and Arias*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (June 1, 2021).


Nouri, Sahar (Director), and Lamont Composition and Voice Students. *Lamont Composer’s Concert Series*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 23, 2021).


**Pikayzen, Igor**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), and the Zhejiang Symphony Orchestra. *A Trip Down Poetry Lane.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Hangzhou Cultural Center, Hangzhou, China (October 31, 2021).

Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), and the Sinfonia Toronto. *Bach Concerto/Wieniawski Faust.* Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Orillia Opera House, Orillia, ON (October 24, 2021).

Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), and the Sinfonia Toronto. *Bach Violin Concerto/Wieniawski Faust.* Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Toronto Arts Center, Toronto, ON (October 23, 2021).


**Plenk, Matthew A.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew A. Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Director), T. Gonzales (Performer), H. Jardon (Performer), C. Luther (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A Night at the Opera*. Denver, CO (November 5, 2021–November 7, 2021).


Reynolds, Jeremy

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Reynolds, Jeremy W. *The Red Door: Clarinet Works by David Maslanka.* Denver, CO (June 1, 2021).

Sailer, Catherine A.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Catherine A. Sailer (Performer), C. Luther (Performer), Heidi Melton (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra with the Lamont Choirs. *Choral Collaboration.* Denver, CO (February 8, 2022).


Sailer, Catherine A. *Castle View Women’s Festival.* Music Conducting—Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble. Castle View High School, Castle Rock, CO (October 6, 2021).
Sailer, Catherine A. Clinic. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Lutheran High School, Parker, CO (October 5, 2021).


Schulze, Michael J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


### Vendryes, Basil C.

#### Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Harris, Richard (Performer), Basil Vendryes (Performer), and Matthew Zalkind (Performer), *Lamont Faculty Recital Series*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Denver, CO (September 28, 2021).

Zalkind, Matthew, Basil Vendryes (Performer), and Richard Harris. *Performance on the Faculty Artist Series at Lamont*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (September 28, 2021).

### Wang, Linda

#### Exhibits/Performances/Installations


**Ward, Keith C.**

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Zalkind, Matthew**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Harris, Richard (Performer), Basil Vendryes (Performer), and Matthew Zalkind (Performer). *Lamont Faculty Recital Series*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (September 28, 2021).


Zalkind, Matthew, Basil Vendryes (Performer), and Richard Harris. *Performance on the Faculty Artist Series at Lamont*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (September 28, 2021).


**Languages, Literatures & Cultures**

**Castagnino, Angelo**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Castagnino, Angelo. “‘Come uno che non e’ nemmeno un maschio.’ Inadequate Masculinities in Michela Murgia’s *Accabadora*." *NEMLA Italian Studies* XLII, 2021, pp. 1–25.

**Castellani, Victor**

*Book Review*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Review Article


Chevillot, Frédérique

Book Chapter


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Dimova, Polina

Conference Proceedings


Gilroy, James P.

*Book Review*


Ly, Mamadou Moustapha

*Book*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Media, Film, & Journalism Studies**

Brown, J. V.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Buxton, Rodney

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Buxton, R. *On and off the road*. Digital Media—Website (June 14, 2017–Present).

Coleman, Christopher D. *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*
DeCarvalho, Lauren J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


DeCarvalho, L. J. “I’m not weird. I’m just like everybody else”: Intersections of embodiment, incarceration, and mental illness on *Wentworth* and *Orange Is the New Black*. *Feminist Media Studies*.

Demont-Heinrich, Christof B.

*Book Review*


El Damanhoury, Kareem R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Jimenez Jr., Carlos**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Kaneva, Nadia**

*Book Chapter*


*Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)*


**Polson, Erika**

*Book Chapter*


**Schroeder, Sheila E.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Silver, Derigan A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Philosophy**

Nail, Thomas A.

*Book*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Nathan, Marco J.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Book Chapter*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Pessin, Sarah

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Reshotko, Naomi

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Reshotko, Naomi. “Cosmology and *Ananke* in the *Timaeus* and Our Knowledge of the Forms.” *Apeiron* 55, no. 3 (2022).
Political Science

Chatfield, Sara

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Conant, Lisa

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Masket, Seth

*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sun, Jing

*Book Chapter*

Wilson, Joshua C.

**Editorial**


**Podcast**


Wolflink, Alena L.

**Book Review**


**Psychology**

Davis, Elycia P.

**Book Chapter**

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal


DePrince, Anne P.

Amicus Brief


Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Doom, Jenalee

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Enos Watamura, Sarah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Garcia, Sarah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Holm-Denoma, Jill

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Huff, Sarah

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kim, Pilyoung

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Legette, Kamilah B.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Manczak, Erika M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Markman, Howard J.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**McGrath, Lauren M.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**McIntosh, Daniel N.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


73
McRae, Kateri

*Editorial*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Narayan, Angela J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pennington, Bruce F.

_Journal Article, Academic Journal_


Perry, Nicholas S.

_Journal Article, Academic Journal_


75
Perzow, Sarah Dwyer

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Powers, John P.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Reichardt, Chip S.

*Book*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Rhoades, Galena

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Rozenman, Michelle**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sokol-Hessner, Peter**

*Commentary*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Stanley, Scott M.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Storage, Daniel S.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Sweeny, Timothy D.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Religious Studies**

Nourse, Benjamin J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Raschke, Carl A.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


**Conference Proceedings**


**Editor, Journal**


**Podcast**

Raschke, Carl A. *Listen Notes*. https://lnns.co/XeihGZR23fB.

**Translation or Transcription**


**University Lecture**


**Stanton, Andrea**

**Book Chapter**

Editorial


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Sundaram, Dheepa

Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


Sociology & Criminology

Del Rosso, Jared

Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


Gordon, Hava R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Inlow, Alana R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Podcast*


Lin, Jeffrey L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Martinez, Lisa M.

*Book Chapter*


*Newsletter*


Pasko, Lisa J.

*Book*


Krogel, Alison M.

**Book Chapter**


**Introduction to Book**


**Poetry, Anthology**


**Translation or Transcription**


Leahy, Chad

**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Podcast**


**Reznicek-Parrado, Lina M.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Torre, Javier**

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Walter, Susan**

**Book Review**

Theatre

Barbour, Rick

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Lacek, Janice B.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


McDonald, Steven

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


McKinney, Shannon L.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Penner, Anne C.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Ungar, Gregory

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Asensio, Cedric

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Barbee, Scott A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Blankenship, J. Todd

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Danielson, Phillip B.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Fogleman, Jim

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Krukowski, Karen

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Larson, Erica L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Linseman, Daniel A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Martin, Patrick H.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Murphy, Shannon M.

*Editor, Journal Editor*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Qin, Yan

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Sher, Anna A.

Book


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Tinghitella, Robin**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**van Engelenburg, Schuyler B.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Velotta, Jonathan**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


**Vyasa, Dhaval K.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Wehman, Ann M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Chemistry & Biochemistry**

Berliner, Lawrence J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Eaton, Gareth R.

*Book Chapter*


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Eaton, Sandra S.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Horowitz, Scott

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Huffman, J. Alex

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Newspaper


Ketterer, Michael E.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Knowles, Michelle

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Kumar, Sunil

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Latham, John A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Majestic, Brian J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Margittai, Martin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Geography & the Environment**

Boschmann, Eric

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Daniels, J. M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Goetz, Andy R.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Hazen, Helen

**Book Chapter**


Kerwin, Michael W.

**Book Chapter**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Li, Jing**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Nyantakyi-Frimpong, Hanson**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Powell, Rebecca L.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sutton, Paul C.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Magazine/Trade Publication


Newspaper


Sutton, P. C. (2021, October 29). COP26: If we don’t know where we are going, we will end up someplace else. The Hill. https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/579095-cop26-if-we-dont-know-where-we-are-going-we-will-end-up-someplace.


Taylor, Matthew J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Trigoso Rubio, Erika

Book Chapter

Zhang, Guiming

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Mathematics**

Galatos, Nick

*Book Chapter*


*Editor, Book*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Horn, Paul

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Kanade, Shashank**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Kinyon, Michael**

*Editor, Book*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Latréomolière, Frédéric**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


**Linshaw, Andrew R.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Pavlov, Ronnie L.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Physics & Astronomy

Fan, Xin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ghosh, Kingshuk

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hoffman, Jennifer L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Loerke, Dinah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Siemens, Mark

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ueta, Toshiya

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Zink, Barry L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ritchie School of Engineering & Computer Science

Computer Science

Amschler Andrews, Anneliese

*Conference Proceedings*


Das, Sanchari

*Conference Proceedings*


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dewri, Rinku

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Durso, Catherine S.

Journal Article, Professional Journal

Gannous, Aiman S.

*Conference Proceedings*


GauthierDickey, Chris J.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Haring, Kerstin S.

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Lopez, Mario A.

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pittman, Dan E.

*Proceedings*


Reardon, Christopher M.

**Conference Proceedings**


Rutherford, Matthew

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Electrical & Computer Engineering**

Fan, Rui

**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Gao, David Wenzhong

**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Khodaei, Amin**

**Conference Proceedings**


**Editorials**
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**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Manandhar, Mahesh B.**

**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Matin, Mohammad A.**

**Conference Proceedings**

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Öğmen, Haluk

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Stefanovic, Margareta

*Conference Proceedings*


Valavanis, Kimon P.

*Conference Proceedings*


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Zhu, Zhihui

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Mechanical & Materials Engineering**

**Azadani, Ali N.**

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Clary, Chadd W.**

*Conference Proceedings*


124

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Gordon, Matt H.

**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Hoffman, Joseph D.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Horenstein, Rachel

**Conference Proceedings**

Kumosa, Maciej

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Laz, Peter

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Myers, Casey**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Predecki, Paul K.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rezazadeh, Siavash

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Roney, Jason

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rullkoetter, Paul J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sabick, Michelle B.**

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Shelburne, Kevin B.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Yi, Yun-Bo

*Conference Proceedings*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Knoebel Institute for Healthy Aging**

**Ledreux, Aurelie**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Paredes, Daniel A.**

**Conference Proceedings**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Daniels College of Business

Accountancy

Booker, Adam

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Greiner, Adam

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Grove, Hugh D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Holder, Anthony D.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Lassar, Sharon**

*Book Chapter*


**Instructor’s Manual**


**Patelli, Lorenzo**

**Editorial**


**Waddoups, Nathan**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**

Business Ethics & Legal Studies

Levine Segev, Libbi R.

Book


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Mayer, Donald O.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Olsen, Tricia D.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Business Information & Analytics

Beaver, Philip

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Beaver, P. (Composer), and the Phirejets. *Album Release—Cosmos*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Denver, CO (October 1, 2018–June 1, 2021).

Deng, Tianjie

*Conference Proceedings*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Elmore, Ryan T.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hayter, Anthony

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Langehennig, Stefani R.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Evidence Submitted to the UK Government**


Lee, Young Jin

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Williams, Benjamin M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Franklin L. Burns School of Real Estate & Construction Management

Holt, Eric A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Research Report*


Levine, Mark L.

*Book*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Mueller, Andrew G.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Throupe, Ron L.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Research Report**


**Fritz Knoebel School of Hospitality Management**

Corsun, David L.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Parsa, H. G.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Singh, Amrik

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


Xie, Karen

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**
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**Young, Cheri**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Management**

**Allen, Douglas B.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Bergh, Donald D.**

*Book Review*

Editorial


Fukami, Cindi V.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nalick, Michael S.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Schnackenberg, Andrew K.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Wittmer, Dennis P.

Book Chapter


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Zinnoury, Vijaya L.**


**Marketing**

**Akaka, Melissa**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Atefi, Yashar**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Baack, Daniel W.

*Magazine/Trade Publication*


Babić Rosario, Ana

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Book Chapter*


Bacon, Don R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*

Hartley, Steven W.

Book


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nardini, Gia

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Paul, Pallab

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Reiman School of Finance

Amini, Shahram

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Chichernea, Doina C.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ciccotello, Conrad S.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Clouse, Maclyn L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Khindanova, Irina N.**

*Interview*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Lung, Peter P.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Strauss, Jack

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Xu, Tracy

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Austin, Debra S.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**

https://debraaustin.com/newsletter-archive/.

**Law Review**


Aviel, Rebecca J.

**Law Review**


Bliss, John

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Cai, Phoenix X. F.

**Book Chapter**

Chao, Bernard H.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Law Review*


Chen, Alan K.

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


*Law Review*


Corrada, Roberto L.

*Book*


Teacher’s Manual


DuVivier, K. K.

Law Review


Podcast


Freeman, Alexi

Law Review


Galvin, Samantha A.

Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)

Samantha A. Galvin, February 2022 Digest, Procedurally Taxing (2022).

Samantha A. Galvin, January 2022 Digest, Procedurally Taxing (2022).


**García Hernández, César Cuauhtemoc**

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


**Johns, Scott S.**

*Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)*


Kuennen, Tamara L.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Law Review**


Laitos, Jan

**Book**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Leong, Nancy**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Lupica, Lois R.**

**Book Chapter**


**Lynch, Kevin J.**

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Marceau, Justin F.**

**Book**

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Penn, Michelle J.

Book Chapter


Persad, Govind C.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Editorial

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/02/02/opinion/who-should-get-first-dibs-scarce-covid-drugs/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2021/05/04/vaccine-mandate-legal-schools-businesses/


https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/01/26/line-scarce-covid-treatments-immunocompromised-americans-should-go-before-unvaccinated/


https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/02/17/why-fda-was-wrong-delay-authorization-vaccines-kids-under-5/

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Law Review**


**Proceedings**

Regular Column in Journal or Newspaper


Rovner, Laura L.

Book

Laura L. Rovner et al., Federal Court Prison Litigation Handbook (Faculty Federal Advocates 2021).

Book Chapter


Ruan Rogers, Nantiya

Law Review


Russell, Thomas D.

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Law Review


Sassman, Wyatt G.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Law Review*


Schindler, Sarah

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Law Review*


Siebecker, Michael R.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*

Smith, Catherine E.

*Book Chapter*


Smith, Don C.

*Book Chapter*


*Editorial*


Takhshid, Zahra

*Law Review*


Thomson, David I.

*Law Review*


Wald, Eli

*Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)*


*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Wiersema, Annecoos

*Book Chapter*

Morgridge College of Education

Counseling Psychology

Ausloos, Clark D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Newsletter


Blueford, Jillian

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Magazine/Trade Publication


Coleman, Jeremy J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Garriott, Pat O.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Hendrix, Tayler P.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Joseph, Ellen C.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Kelly, Devin A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ko, Stella

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Koch, Hannah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


O'Malley, John A.

*Book Chapter*

Owen, Jesse

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Raque, Trisha L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rian, Sage W.

*Magazine/Trade Publication*


Roncoroni, Julia

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Educational Leadership & Policy Studies**

Anderson, Erin

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hesbol, Kristina A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Richardson, Jayson W.

*Book*


*Editor, Journal Editor*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Tabron, Lolita A.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


**Higher Education**

**Hurtado, Sarah S.**

**Journal Article, Professional Journal**

Nelson, Chris A.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nguyen, Mike Hoa

Book Chapter


Brief


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Monograph

Orphan, Cecilia M.

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


**Stewart, D-L**

**Book Chapter**


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Tyson, Michele

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Research Methods & Information Science

Assefa, Shimelis G.

Book Chapter


Dali, Keren

Editorial

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Dali, K. (Director). *Improving the impact for PD events on DEI for academic librarians*. Digital Media—Website (July 2021–Present).

Dali, K. *Reading experience librarianship in world languages*. Digital Media—Website (September 2019–Present).

**Dong, Yixiao**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Dumas, Denis G.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Matusiak, Krystyna

*Book Chapter*


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Organisciak, Peter

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Stark Guss, Shannon H.

Book Chapter


Uhrmacher, Philip Bruce

Book Chapter

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Teaching & Learning Sciences

Banerjee, Rashida

Book


Banse, Holland

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Coleman, Jeanine M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Cote, Brooke S.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Garner, Brette

*Book*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Goble, Grant

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hazel, Cynthia E.

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


Book Chapter


Editor, Conference Proceedings


Joswick, Candace

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kim, Samuel Y.

Podcast


Research Report


Lerner, Jessica

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Michalec, Paul

*Book Chapter*


Roberts, Garrett J.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Salazar, Maria d. C.

*Expert Report*


**Podcast**


**Schmidt, Kimberly M.**

**Book Chapter**


**Strain, Phillip S.**

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Talapatra, Devadrita

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Van Ooyik, Jacklyn M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Marsico Institute for Early Learning & Literacy

Clements, Doug H.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Day-Hess, Crystal A.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Sarama, Julie

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Center for Rural School Health & Education**

Ingman, Benjamin C.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Josef Korbel School of International Studies

Abd Rabou, Ahmed M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Avant, Deborah

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Book Chapter*


*Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)*


Barma, Naazneen

*Book Chapter*

**Book Review**


**Editor, Book**


**Berry, Marie E.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Burckhardt, Kelci L.**

**Research Report**

Camba, Alvin J. A.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


DeMartino, George

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Galemba, Rebecca

**Book**


**Editorial**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Gilbert, Alan

**Book**


Grabel, Ilene J.

**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**

Research Report


Hashemi, Nader

Editorial


Hendrix, Cullen

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


**Brief**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**

Working Paper


Johnson, Sandy A.

Book Review


Jones-Sanpei, Hinckley A.

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Kabandula, Abigail

Editor, Journal Editor


Kaplan, Oliver

Book Chapter


Editor, Journal Editor

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Research Report


Technical Report


Khan, Haider A.

Book


Book Chapter


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Laird, Frank N.**

**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Matfess, Hilary A.**

**Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Moyer, Jonathan D.**

**Research Report**


**Muyeba, Singumbe**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


**Neu, Kara Kingma**

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Pascarella, Louis J.**

**Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Reis, Chen**

**Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Schneider, Aaron**

**Newspaper**


**Sisk, Timothy D.**

**Book Chapter**

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Research Report


Tennis, Katherine H.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Viotti, Paul R.

Book Chapter


Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Zhao, Suisheng (Sam)

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Book Chapter**


**Editor, Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Graduate School of Professional Psychology

Alexander, Apryl

Book Chapter


Conference Presentations


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Newsletter**


**Aoyagi, Mark W.**

**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Conference Presentations**


Aoyagi, M. W., Cohen, A., Gervais, M., Borlabi, W., Pensgaard, A. M., & Gordin, R. (2021, October). *The more I learn the less I know: Experienced practitioners discuss their journeys towards wisdom* [Conference session]. Association for Applied Sport Psychology Annual Conference.

**Bartley, Jessica D.**

**Book Chapter**


**Conference Presentations**


Commander, C., Bartley, J., Klueh, E., Mick, T., & Stull, T. (October, 2021). *The development and implementation of mental health programming in the USOPC and the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games* [Conference session]. Association for Applied Sport Psychology Annual Conference.


**Callary, Bettina T.**

**Book Chapter**


**Erickson Cornish, Jenny A.**

**Book Chapter**

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Fox, Judith

Conference Presentations


Gearity, Brian

Book Chapter


Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Gorgens, Kim A.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Gowensmith, W. N.

Conference Presentations


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Heath, Travis M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Holmberg, John R.

**Conference Presentations**


**Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Ivey, Laurie C.

**Brief**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Karson, Michael C.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


Kuklick, Clayton R.

Conference Presentations


Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Lefforge, Noelle L.

**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Newsletter**


Lyman, Hollis H.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Moran Vozar, Tracy E.

*Conference Presentations*


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Nadkarni, Lavita**

**Conference Presentations**


**Poczwardowski, Artur**

*Book*


*Book Chapter*


**Conference Presentations**


**Shapiro, Jamie**

**Conference Presentations**


Shapiro, J. (2021, August). *APA Division 47 presidential address: Keeping the ship afloat amid a pandemic (and a pregnancy!)*. 2021 American Psychological Association Annual Convention.


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Smith-Acuña, Shelly**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Taylor, Nicole

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Graduate School of Social Work

Altschul, Inna

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Barman-Adhikari, Anamika

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Becker-Hafnor, Trish

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Bellamy, Jenn L.

*Book*


*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Research Report**


**Beltrán, Ramona**

*Editor, Journal*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Bender, Kimberly A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*
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Bexell, Sarah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Brisson, Daniel S.

*Monograph*


*Research Report*


*Technical Report*


Call, Jarrod

*Book Chapter*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Hostetter, C. R., Call, J., Gerke, D. R., Holloway, B. T., Walls, N. E., & Greenfield, J. (2022). “We are doing the absolute most that we can, and no one is listening”: Barriers and facilitators to health literacy within transgender and nonbinary communities. *International Journal of Environmental Research & Public Health, 19*(3), 1–16.

Dunbar, Annie Zean

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Flynn, Erin

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Freedenthal, Stacey

**Book Chapter**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


Fulginiti, Anthony L.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


**Gerke, Donny R.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hostetter, C. R., Call, J., Gerke, D. R., Holloway, B. T., Walls, N. E., & Greenfield, J. (2022). “We are doing the absolute most that we can, and no one is listening”: Barriers and facilitators to health literacy within transgender and nonbinary communities. *International Journal of Environmental Research & Public Health, 19*(3), 1–16.

**Greenfield, Jennifer**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hostetter, C. R., Call, J., Gerke, D. R., Holloway, B. T., Walls, N. E., & Greenfield, J. (2022). “We are doing the absolute most that we can, and no one is listening”: Barriers and facilitators to health literacy within transgender and nonbinary communities. *International Journal of Environmental Research & Public Health, 19*(3), 1–16.


**Newspaper**


**Hanna, Michele D.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*


**Harrop, Erin N.**

*Academic/Professional Blog Contributor*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Podcast**


Hasche, Leslie K.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Hawes, Sloane M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

He, Amy S.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Holloway, Brendon T.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Hostetter, C. R., Call, J., Gerke, D. R., Holloway, B. T., Walls, N. E., & Greenfield, J. (2022). “We are doing the absolute most that we can, and no one is listening”: Barriers and facilitators to health literacy within transgender and nonbinary communities. *International Journal of Environmental Research & Public Health, 19*(3), 1–16.

Ingle, Pilar P.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kerns, Suzanne E.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kim, Johnny

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Laser-Maira, Julie A.

Book

Leake, Robin L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Littman, Danielle R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Lucero, Nancy M.

*Book Review*


Lundgren, Lena M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Mason, Lisa Reyes**

*Brief*


*Encyclopedia Entry*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


McLaughlin, Jessica K.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Morris, Kevin N.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Nicotera, Nicole

**Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Ortega, Deb M.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Park, In Young

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Petrila, Ann T.

*Book Chapter*


Rienks, Shauna L.

*Research Report*


Roybal, Kristi

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Scott, Marquisha L.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Shah, Pari T.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sliva, Shannon M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


Steward, Andrew T.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Talamantes, Michael M.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**

**Book Chapter**


**Taussig, Heather N.**

**Book Chapter**


**Instructor’s Manual**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**
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**Tedeschi, Philip**

*Magazine/Trade Publication*


**Valdovinos, Miriam G.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Walls, N. Eugene**
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